Violence

What is violence? Violence is negative things that people do or say. It is what kills young people. Violence is what kills some one very important to a family. It hurts a family that has just lost the apple of there eye. What is violence? It is a fear that everyone has it's what keeps kids up in the hood or ghetto every night. There is no real definition for violence it's just something every parent and kid has trouble thinking about when their kid is hanging out with their friends after dark. There are different ways in which violence can happen like mentally or physically. Mental violence Psychological abuse which is a form of abuse characterized by a person subjecting or exposing someone else's behavior it can cause psychological trauma, which includes anxiety, chronic depression, or PTSD (post traumatic stress disorder). Physical violence is when someone puts there hands on you and beats you or hurts you in some kind of physical way.

How has violence affected my life? Violence has affected my life by trying g to take someone very important to me. My best was a good teenager always got good grades and always talked to people about doing good. Until he got into drugs, and drinking. We were super close almost like brother and sister. He was a good kid until he started doing all that bad stuff two days after that he was killed in a drive by. Some say he was just a stupid boy who needed to learn the real world. But his so called friends say he was in a “bad place at the wrong time”. I
say bad group of people wrong thing. I cried tears for a long time until I realized it wasn’t going to bring him back. Violence finally did take someone special to me and it felt like a gunshot to the head even though it wasn’t.

What is the cause of youth violence? One of the causes is more violence to one another. The second one is that after someone special has died weather it’s their son or daughter they think about hurting that person more then how that person has hurt them. Like Travon Martin I mean I not of known him but I was not ok with it at all I think a lot of people weren’t. Some people wanted to kill that man who killed Travon. But they knew it would not bring him back to life. Travon’s parents noticed that it wouldn’t bring him back ether if they even thought or wanted to hurt that man.

What can I do about youth violence? I can stay away from drugs, tobacco, and alcohol. Hang out with who ever you want just make sure that they are not a bad influence on you. Don’t let people pressure you to do thing s that you don’t want to do. Live or try to live above the influence. Don’t let others say things to make you do something that you don’t want to do. Let other people know that they don’t have to listen to what other people say about you for not doing what they wanted. Make fliers to help stop you violence. Help out People who are struggling with violence at a young age. Don’t let bad examples pressure or influence you to do bad things. Stay away from bad decisions and people who make bad decision. Listen and think about things before I or anyone else does it
and make sure that what I'm doing will help me in the future. Help my friends who need it. Tell younger kids to not go near bad things. Learn to make my own choices. I will start a program to help other kids my age prevent youth violence.